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Zoo from Yootheme
Posted by FH45 - 2009/03/24 05:56
_____________________________________

Hello, 

First of all I would like to say thanks for a great components, even I have done it before. We have now
22 web sites and one portal running on JMS and it have just been working like a dream. 

Today we run into a problem. We installed Zoo from YouTheme on our Master DMS which went OK and
than we tried to install it at a slave and we got the below error; 

        * JInstaller::install: SQL Error. DB function failed with error number 1050 
          Table 'site14zoo_core_catalog' already exists SQL=-- --------------------------------------------------------
CREATE TABLE `site14zoo_core_catalog` ( `id` int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, `name`
varchar(255) NOT NULL, `alias` varchar(255) NOT NULL, `description` text NOT NULL, `params` text
NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (`id`), UNIQUE KEY `ALIAS_INDEX` (`alias`) ) TYPE=MyISAM ; 
          SQL = 

          -- -------------------------------------------------------- 

          CREATE TABLE `site14zoo_core_catalog` ( 
            `id` int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
            `name` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
            `alias` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
            `description` text NOT NULL, 
            `params` text NOT NULL, 
            PRIMARY KEY  (`id`), 
            UNIQUE KEY `ALIAS_INDEX` (`alias`) 
          ) TYPE=MyISAM ; 

        * Component Install: SQL error or missing or unreadable SQL file. DB function failed with error
number 1050 
          Table 'site14zoo_core_catalog' already exists SQL=-- --------------------------------------------------------
CREATE TABLE `site14zoo_core_catalog` ( `id` int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, `name`
varchar(255) NOT NULL, `alias` varchar(255) NOT NULL, `description` text NOT NULL, `params` text
NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (`id`), UNIQUE KEY `ALIAS_INDEX` (`alias`) ) TYPE=MyISAM ; 
          SQL = 

          -- -------------------------------------------------------- 

          CREATE TABLE `site14zoo_core_catalog` ( 
            `id` int(11) NOT NULL auto_increment, 
            `name` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
            `alias` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
            `description` text NOT NULL, 
            `params` text NOT NULL, 
            PRIMARY KEY  (`id`), 
            UNIQUE KEY `ALIAS_INDEX` (`alias`) 
          ) TYPE=MyISAM ; 
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I hope you caan help us out. 

Thanks, :S  
FH45

============================================================================

Re:Zoo from Yootheme
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/03/24 08:19
_____________________________________

The message "Table 'site14zoo_core_catalog' already exists" indicates that the table that you want to
create already exists. 
Perhaps this component does not use the table prefix to make each table specific to each website. 

You have to analyze this extension in detail. 
Send us a copy by email of this extension you want to install, we will try to make a review on it.

============================================================================

Re:Zoo from Yootheme
Posted by FH45 - 2009/04/02 06:22
_____________________________________

Hi edwin2win, 

Thanks you for your kind reply. I got back yesterday night from a short holiday so I am first now able to
reply. 

I will send you by email later today the Zoo extension. 

Cheers, 
FH45

============================================================================

Re:Zoo from Yootheme
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/04/02 16:35
_____________________________________

I confirm there is a problem to re-install zoo themes in a slave site. 
During my test, I had a different reason than the one described above but the result is that the extension
can not be installed because it has implemented a specific installation of additional extension that fail
during this operation. 
This extension detect that the additional module and plugin have already been installed and rollback all
the installation. 

I don't know if there is a solution to inform this specific installation procedure that it can overwrite the
additinal extensions to complete the installation. 
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When you had this error during the installation on a slave site as it has deleted the code present on the
disk, when you try to uninstall the same extension on the master you receive an uninstallation error. 

Once you try to re-install the extension, you finally get the error message described in this post. 

In current situation, we have to consider that zoo extension is not compatible with JMS.

============================================================================
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